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Abstract

Fast and accurate large-eddy simulation (LES) of the atmospheric boundary layer plays a crucial role in advancing wind energy

research. Long-duration wind farm studies at turbine-resolving scales have become increasingly important to understand the

intricate interactions between large wind farms and the atmospheric boundary layer. However, the prohibitive computational

cost of these turbulence- and turbine- resolving simulations has precluded such modeling to be exercised on a regular basis. To

that end, we implement and validate the Generalized Actuator Disk (GAD) model in the computationally efficient, graphics

processing unit (GPU)-resident, LES model FastEddy ®. We perform single-turbine simulations under three atmospheric

stabilities (neutral, unstable and stable) and compare them against observations from the Scaled Wind Farm Technology

(SWiFT) facility and other LES codes from the recent turbine wake model benchmark of Doubrawa et al. (2020). Our idealized

LES results agree well with observed wake velocity deficit and downstream recovery across stability regimes. Turbine response

in terms of rotational speed, generated power, torque, and thrust coefficient, are well predicted across stability regimes and

are consistent with the LES results from the benchmark. The FastEddy ® simulations are found to be at least two orders of

magnitude more efficient than the traditional CPU-based LES models, opening the door for realistic LES simulations of full

wind plants as a viable standard practice.
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Abstract1

Fast and accurate large-eddy simulation (LES) of the atmospheric boundary layer plays a crucial2

role in advancing wind energy research. Long-duration wind farm studies at turbine-resolving scales3

have become increasingly important to understand the intricate interactions between large wind4

farms and the atmospheric boundary layer. However, the prohibitive computational cost of these5

turbulence- and turbine- resolving simulations has precluded such modeling to be exercised on a6

regular basis. To that end, we implement and validate the Generalized Actuator Disk (GAD) model7

in the computationally efficient, graphics processing unit (GPU)-resident, LES model FastEddy®.8

We perform single-turbine simulations under three atmospheric stabilities (neutral, unstable and9

stable) and compare them against observations from the Scaled Wind Farm Technology (SWiFT)10

facility and other LES codes from the recent turbine wake model benchmark of Doubrawa et al.11

(2020). Our idealized LES results agree well with observed wake velocity deficit and downstream12

recovery across stability regimes. Turbine response in terms of rotational speed, generated power,13

torque, and thrust coefficient, are well predicted across stability regimes and are consistent with the14

LES results from the benchmark. The FastEddy® simulations are found to be at least two orders of15

magnitude more efficient than the traditional CPU-based LES models, opening the door for realistic16

LES simulations of full wind plants as a viable standard practice.17

Keywords: Large-eddy simulations; wind turbine modeling; atmospheric boundary layer18

19

1 Introduction20

The large-eddy simulation (LES) technique provides an accurate methodology for explicitly modeling the most21

energetic eddies in atmospheric boundary layer flows (Stoll, Gibbs, Salesky, Anderson, & Calaf, 2020), and there-22

fore plays a crucial role in the field of wind energy. Turbulence-resolving simulations allow for accurate modeling23

of wind turbine wake dynamics (e.g., Y. T. Wu & Porté-Agel, 2012), predicting loads on their structural compo-24

nents (e.g., Chanprasert, Sharma, Cater, & Norris, 2022; M. J. Churchfield, Lee, Michalakes, & Moriarty, 2012),25

and understanding their interaction with the atmosphere (e.g., Maas, 2023; Sanchez Gomez, Lundquist, Mirocha,26

& Arthur, 2023; K. Wu & Porté-Agel, 2017). However, understanding farm-to-farm interactions, for example,27

requires domains that span tens of kilometers along the horizontal directions at small grid spacings capable of28

resolving the effect of wind turbines and turbulence in the near-surface region. This type of LES modeling frame-29

work requires substantial computational resources, often making it prohibitive for real-time applications or for30

large-scale and/or long-duration studies.31

Recently, performance and efficiency advantages have been demonstrated leveraging graphics processing units32

(GPUs) in lieu of traditional central processing units (CPUs) for running LES models (e.g., Schalkwijk, Griffith,33

Post, & Jonker, 2012; Van Heerwaarden et al., 2017). The FastEddy® model (hereafter FastEddy), introduced by34

Sauer and Muñoz-Esparza (2020) and Muñoz-Esparza, Sauer, Jensen, Xue, and Grabowski (2022), was developed35

in the Research Applications Laboratory of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) with the36

intent of enabling faster and more computationally feasible turbulence-resolving LES of the atmospheric boundary37

layer. FastEddy exploits the characteristics of GPU hardware amenable to fine-grained parallelism including38

high-bandwidth memory and thousands of processing cores organized in groups capable of concurrent (parallel)39

processing. FastEddy has been enhanced to allow coupling to mesoscale models, proving a computationally40

affordable tool with novel advanced capability to perform efficient and skillful real-world simulations of atmospheric41

phenomena (e.g., Kosovic, Sauer, Munoz-Esparza, & Hawbecker, 2022; Muñoz-Esparza et al., 2024, 2021).42
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The effects of wind turbines on the flow are typically parameterized in LES codes given that resolving the43

entire flow field around a wind turbine blade is still too costly from a computational point of view. The simplest44

approach is the Actuator Disk model, which applies a uniform aerodynamic force perpendicular to the turbine45

rotor (Y. T. Wu & Porté-Agel, 2011). A more accurate turbine parameterization is the Generalized Actuator46

Disk (GAD) model, which combines Blade-Element Momentum Theory with the Actuator Disk model (Glauert,47

1935). In the GAD model, lift and drag forces are calculated based on the aerodynamic characteristics of the48

blade and distributed over the rotor to provide an accurate approximation for turbine thrust and rotation. In49

an Actuator Line model, rather than representing the turbine as a disk, each turbine blade is represented as a50

line enabling an even more realistic localized approximation of forces between turbine blades and the flow field51

(Sørensen & Shen, 2002).52

To enable the application of FastEddy towards emerging wind energy modeling needs, we incorporate a53

GAD wind turbine parameterization for use in performant turbulence-resolving simulations. This development54

will permit numerical experiments to explore the effects of operating wind turbines under a broad range of55

realistic multi-scale (spanning tens of kilometers to meters) atmospheric boundary layer conditions. In particular,56

massively parallel, GPU-resident LES model, FastEddy, with a GAD extension can be employed to generate57

ensembles of wind turbine and wind farm flows, simulate farm-to-farm interactions over large regions, carry-out58

virtual experiments to evaluate sensitivities to modeling and turbine/farm design configurations, and generally59

achieve cost effective transformational advances in the state-of-the art for coupled atmosphere and turbine/farm60

modeling.61

Here, we describe and validate an implementation of the Generalized Actuator Disk model in FastEddy.62

Specifically, we compare idealized, single-turbine FastEddy simulations with the GAD against observations and63

other LES codes for neutral, unstable, and stable atmospheric boundary layers, corresponding to the wake-model64

benchmark study of Doubrawa et al. (2020). The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We provide65

an overview of the dataset used for validating the GAD model in FastEddy in Section 2. Section 3 describes the66

modeling framework and stability cases used to validate the GAD model. In Section 4, we compare the wake67

velocity distributions and turbine performance from FastEddy against observations and other LES codes from the68

benchmark study. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions and future work. Appendix A provides and overview of69

the Generalized Actuator Disk Model and its implementation in FastEddy.70

2 Validation Dataset71

We use observational data from the Scaled Wind Farm Technology (SWiFT) facility (Berg et al., 2014) to validate72

the GAD implementation in FastEddy. The SWiFT facility, located in Lubbock, Texas, is surrounded by relatively73

flat terrain. Radiative forcing is the main driver for changes in atmospheric stability at this site (Doubrawa et al.,74

2019). Wind turbine performance and wake measurements at this site are available between 2016 and 2017, making75

the SWiFT facility an ideal location for validating numerical simulations of wind turbines in realistic atmospheric76

boundary layer flows (Doubrawa et al., 2020; Kale, Buckingham, Van Beeck, & Cuerva-Tejero, 2022).77

The SWiFT facility is equipped with three horizontal-axis wind turbines, a nacelle-mounted lidar and a78

meteorological tower. The wind turbine at SWiFT considered here is a modified version of the 300-kW Vestas79

V27 with a 27-m rotor diameter D and hub height zh at 32.1 m above the surface. Inflow atmospheric conditions to80

the V27 turbine are measured using a 60-m tall meteorological tower located 2.5D upstream along the predominant81

wind direction. The met-tower is equipped with sonic anemometers at z = 10, 18, 32, 45, and 58 m, spanning82

the turbine rotor layer. Surface-layer stability is characterized using pressure, temperature, and humidity sensors83

near the surface (z = 2 m), and wind speed from the sonic anemometer at 10 m. The spatial evolution of the wake84

as it propagates downstream of the turbine is observed using a rear-facing, nacelle-mounted DTU SpinnerLidar85

(T. Mikkelsen et al., 2013).86

We consider three simulation scenarios based on the SWiFT benchmarks (Doubrawa et al., 2019). The main87

atmospheric characteristics of each scenario are summarized in Table 1. Each benchmark is primarily defined by88

distinct atmospheric stability regimes, quantified using the Obukhov length L = −u3
∗θ/κgw′θ′, where u∗ is the89

friction velocity, θ is the near-surface potential temperature, κ = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, g = 9.81 m s−2
90

is the gravitational acceleration, and w′θ′ is the near-surface kinematic heat flux. The atmospheric state for each91

benchmark is defined by the ensemble mean of time-averaged values observed during disparate 10-min periods92

at the SWiFT site. The first case, a near-neutral surface layer, is defined from six 10-min transitional periods:93

five 10-min periods 0.2 − 1.3 hr before sunset, and one 10-min period 2.3 hr after sunrise. The second case, a94

weakly unstable surface layer, is from five 10-min periods during daytime conditions (1.2 − 2 hr after sunrise).95

The third benchmark case is a stably stratified surface layer with low-turbulence conditions observed during six96

10-min nighttime periods (between 5.3 and 6.5 hr after sunset). Wake measurements from the SpinnerLidar were97

performed over the downstream distance from x/D = 2 to x/D = 5 in 1D increments for the stable and neutral98

atmospheric conditions. For the unstable case, wake measurements were performed only at x/D = 3. Generator99

power, torque and rotational speed for the V27 turbine are averaged in 10-min time windows while the remaining100

downstream wind turbines are shut down.101

Several combinations of LES codes with turbine parameterizations were compared to this SWiFT dataset102

as part of the International Energy Agency Wind Task 31 (IEA, 2019), also known as WakeBench. We include103

2



Table 1: Atmospheric conditions defining each benchmark at the SWiFT facility (Doubrawa et al.,
2019). Hub-height observations of wind speed Uh and turbulence kinetic energy kh from the upstream
tower (zh = 32.1 m). The near-surface Obukhov length L and kinematic heat flux w′θ′ are derived from
high-frequency wind speed and temperature measurements at 10 and 2 m, respectively.

Case Uh [m s−1] kh [m2 s−2] L [m] w′θ′ [K m s−1]
Neutral 8.7 0.873 2500 −0.002
Unstable 6.7 0.687 −112 0.023
Stable 4.8 0.029 8.7 −0.005

Table 2: Simulation setup for the precursor LES domain for each stability case, including the horizontal
grid spacing ∆x, vertical grid spacing near the surface ∆zs, initial uniform vertical grid spacing in
domain before stretching is applied 〈∆z〉, number of grid points along each i−coordinate ni, time step
∆t, geostrophic wind forcing Ug, Vg, inversion layer height zi, roughness length z0, surface kineamtic heat

flux w′θ, and surface cooling rate Ṫ .

Case ∆x [m] ∆zs, 〈∆z〉 [m] (nx, ny, nz) [-] ∆t [s] Ug, Vg [m s−1] zi [m] z0 [m] w′θ′s [K m s−1] Ṫs [K h−1]
Neutral 10 6.8, 10 (304, 202, 154) 0.02 13.5,−6 1150 0.014 0.0 −
Unstable 15 6.8, 10 (304, 202, 154) 0.02 7.8,−1.8 1150 0.02 0.023 −
Stable 5 3.2, 8.6 (304, 202, 186) 0.008 5.0,−3.0 250 0.01 − −0.5

simulation results from EllipSys3D (Michelsen, 1992; Soerensen, 1995), PALM (Maronga et al., 2015), NaluWind104

(Domino, 2015; Sprague, Ananthan, Vijayakumar, & Robinson, 2020), WRF (Kale et al., 2022; Skamarock et al.,105

2019) and SOWFA (M. Churchfield et al., 2012) to compare the performance of the GAD in FastEddy against106

other LES codes. Note that not all models provided results for all stability cases. Furthermore, wind turbines in107

EllipSys3D, PALM, NaluWind, and SOWFA are parameterized using an Actuator Line parameterization, while108

WRF-LES wind turbines are parameterized using the Generalized Actuator Disk.109

3 Modeling Framework110

Atmospheric forcing conditions corresponding to the three stability cases described in Section 2 develop in a111

precursor, coarser-resolution LES with periodic boundary conditions. The neutral and unstable simulations are112

initialized with a constant potential temperature θ = 300K from the surface up to 1000 m, a capping inversion113

with ∂θ/∂z = 0.08 K m−1 between 1000 m and 1300 m, and ∂θ/∂z = 0.003 K m−1 above 1300 m. The stable114

case is initialized with a constant potential temperature θ = 300K from the surface up to 200 m, a capping115

inversion with ∂θ/∂z = 0.08 K m−1 between 200 m and 300 m, and ∂θ/∂z = 0.003 K m−1 above 300 m. We116

vary atmospheric stability by changing the surface forcing. A 0.023 K m s−1 kinematic heat flux and −0.5 K h−1
117

cooling rate are prescribed at the surface for the unstable and stable conditions, respectively. Spin-up time varies118

for each stability case. A fully developed neutral, unstable, and stable boundary layer establishes after 10 hr, 15119

hr, and 9.1 hr, respectively. Forcing conditions and domain characteristics for the neutral, unstable, and stable120

cases are listed in Table 2. Note that the horizontal ∆x and vertical ∆zs grid spacing vary to properly resolve121

turbulence characteristics under the different stability conditions.122

All precursor simulations are initialized with a dry atmosphere and zero latent heat flux. Time integration is123

performed using a third-order accurate Runge–Kutta scheme. A fifth-order upwinding advection scheme is used to124

discretize the advection term. The Lilly subgrid scale (SGS) model (Lilly, 1966, 1967) with a prognostic equation125

for SGS turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) is included. Monin-Obukov similarity theory (Monin & Obukhov, 1954)126

is used to approximate momentum and heat fluxes in the first grid cell above ground. Coriolis effects are included127

for a latitude of 33.60795◦ N, representative of the geographical location of the SWiFT facility. We also include128

Rayleigh damping in the uppermost 300 m of the domain.129

A finer grid is used to better resolve the wake evolution downstream of the 27-m diameter wind turbine. This130

higher-resolution turbine-inclusive LES domain is initialized and forced at the lateral boundaries using the hori-131

zontally averaged one-dimensional vertical profiles of all prognostic equations (i.e., density, velocity components,132

potential temperature, and SGS TKE) from the precursor LES after spin-up. We rotate the wind vector to align133

the wind direction at hub height with the x−coordinate in the higher-resolution domain, while maintaining the134

influence of the Coriolis terms for the SWiFT latitude. Each stability case is run for 1 hr to flush the initial135

condition and allow turbulence to become established across the entire domain. To evaluate the effect of the136

GAD on the flow, we perform two sets of simulations for each stability case, one with and one without the turbine137

in the domain. Domain characteristics for the fine LES domain are shown in Table 3. For each stability condition,138

surface boundary conditions for the high-resolution run match those of the corresponding precursor run.139

We use the cell-perturbation method (Muñoz-Esparza, Kosović, Mirocha, & van Beeck, 2014; Muñoz-Esparza,140

Kosović, van Beeck, & Mirocha, 2015) to generate fully developed turbulence in the high-resolution LES domain.141
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Table 3: Domain characteristics for the LES domain with the GAD for each stability case.

Case ∆x [m] ∆zs, 〈∆z〉 [m] (nx, ny, nz) [-] ∆t [s] z0 [m] w′θ′s [K m s−1] Ṫs [K h−1]
Neutral

3 1.9, 9.4 (3008, 202, 154) 0.005
0.014 0.0 −

Unstable 0.02 0.023 −
Stable 0.01 − −0.5

Figure 1: Plan view of the instantaneous horizontal wind speed at hub height for the neutral stability
case. Panel (b) zooms into the location of the GAD in the domain.

Stochastic potential temperature perturbations near the domain inflow boundary instigate vertical motions that142

efficiently transition into realistic turbulence structures downstream (Figure 1). Turbulence onset and equilibrium143

with the forcing is established within 1 − 4 km of fetch depending on the stability of the simulated boundary144

layer (Figure 2). We evaluate turbulence evolution across the domain using the turbulence kinetic energy k and145

vertical velocity variance w′w′ at hub height for the simulations without the GAD model. Turbulence at hub146

height develops faster for the unstable boundary layer (orange lines in Figure 2), consistent with findings from147

previous studies (Muñoz-Esparza & Kosović, 2018). Even though hub-height TKE continually increases after 2 km148

of fetch in the unstable case, the vertical velocity variance stabilizes after 3 km. For the neutral case, turbulence149

statistics at hub height remain unchanged after 4 km. Interestingly, turbulence develops and stabilizes rapidly150

in the stable boundary layer, due to the high-resolution grid used that allows a rapid shear-triggered transition.151

We conservatively place the turbine at a location of x = 7000 m from the inflow boundary, where turbulence has152

fully developed (Figure 1).153

Inflow conditions to the GAD model in FastEddy are similar to other LES codes from Doubrawa et al. (2020)154

and observations from the SWiFT campaign (Doubrawa et al., 2019) (Figure 3). Mean wind speed for all stability155

conditions is well represented in the high-resolution LES. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) across the156

rotor layer between the observed and simulated wind speed is 0.27 m s−1, 0.26 m s−1, and 0.22 m s−1, for the157

neutral, unstable and stable conditions, respectively. Turbulence in the turbine rotor layer is also well represented158

in the FastEddy simulations. The RMSD between the observed and simulated (resolved) TKE across the turbine159

rotor layer is 0.084 m2 s−2, 0.089 m2 s−2, and 0.018 m2 s−2, for the neutral, unstable and stable conditions,160

respectively. While turbulence variability is larger in our stable simulation relative to the ensemble mean of161

observations, it is still within the variability of observed TKE. Furthermore, at least 90% of the total (resolved162

plus modeled) TKE above z = 18 m is resolved for the three stability cases, indicative of proper and well resolved163

atmospheric LES simulations (e.g., Pope, 2001).164

4 Validation of the GAD in FastEddy165

We validate the GAD implementation in FastEddy using wake velocity observations and wind-turbine performance166

metrics. The wake evolution downstream of the turbine is compared against lidar observations and other LES167

codes for the three stability cases. Furthermore, the power production measured from the generator in the wind168

turbine is compared against the simulated results.169

4.1 Wake Development170

The GAD model in FastEddy produces a rotating wake downstream of the turbine (Figure 4). The cross-section171

at x/D = 1.3 in Figure 4 of velocity differences relative to the reference velocity from the LES without the172

turbine, illustrates the vertical and cross-stream velocities induced by the turbine. As expected, wake rotation173
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Figure 2: Streamwise evolution of turbulence statistics at hub height (zh = 32 m) for each stability case
in the high-resolution LES domain without the GAD. Note that turbulence statistics for the stable case
(b,d) are shown in a different panel because they are one order of magnitude smaller than in the neutral
and unstable simulations (a,c).

Figure 3: Vertical profiles of the time-averaged horizontal wind speed U (a,c,e) and resolved turbulence
kinetic energy k (b,d,f) at x = 7000 m (i.e., the location of the turbine) in the simulations without
the GAD. Results are shown for the neutral (a,b), unstable (c,d), and stable (e,f) simulations. 10-min
averaged observations are shown in light grey and the ensemble mean in black. Simulation results for
the LES codes in Doubrawa et al. (2020) are shown for reference using dotted lines. Modeled turbulence
kinetic energy in panels (b,d,f) is shown as the dashed colored lines for each stability case for completeness.
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Figure 4: Time-averaged cross sections of the normalized u−velocity deficit ∆u/u (a,d,g), the v−velocity
deficit ∆v (b,e,h), and the vertical velocity w field (c,f,i). Model results for the neutral simulation are
shown in panels (a-c), unstable simulation in panels (d-f), and stable simulation in panels (g-i). Mean
wind conditions are plotted at x/D = 1.3 downstream of the turbine location. The dashed black line
mark the turbine-rotor perimeter, and the central black dot represents the hub height. Note that the
wake is seen from an upstream perspective.

downstream of the GAD is opposite to the turbine-rotation direction. Modern wind turbines rotate clockwise174

from an upstream perspective, as a result, their wakes rotate in a counter-clockwise direction.175

Wake characteristics depend on atmospheric stability. In stable conditions, veering of the wind with height176

across the turbine rotor diameter distorts the wake leading to an elliptical pattern (Figure 4g), as previously177

observed in field measurements (Högström, Asimakopoulos, Kambezidis, Helmis, & Smedman, 1988; Magnusson178

& Smedman, 1994) and simulations (Abkar & Porté-Agel, 2015; Lundquist, Churchfield, Lee, & Clifton, 2015;179

Vollmer, Steinfeld, Heinemann, & Kühn, 2016). Wind veer is minimal in the neutral and unstable cases; conse-180

quently, the velocity deficit in the wake follows a circular pattern (Figure 4a,d), as also shown in Kale et al. (2022).181

As expected, the instantaneous evolution of the wake also varies with atmospheric stability (Figure 5). Increased182

ambient turbulence in the unstable boundary layer mixes the wake more efficiently with the surrounding flow,183

due primarily to enhanced vertical momentum transport from the convective roll structures that develop in the184

surface layer (Figure 5c,d). In the neutral case, wake meandering starts immediately downstream of the turbine,185

while vortex shedding facilitates mixing farther downstream (Figure 5a,b). Note that the unstable simulation186

features a weak surface heat flux of ≈ 20 W m−2, and therefore the wake recovery is only moderately different187

from the neutral boundary layer simulation. Low ambient turbulence in the stable simulation inhibits mixing and188

wake meandering immediately downstream of the turbine; however, small vortices form at the interface between189

the wake and the surrounding flow that promote mixing (Figure 5e,f). These results provide an initial qualitative190

validation of the flow response to the presence of the turbine.191

A quantitative evaluation of the wake structure measured as velocity deficit is provided by comparing to192

the lidar observations and the other LES codes in Doubrawa et al. (2020). The turbine wake persists farther193

downstream in the neutral and stable conditions compared to the unstable conditions (Figure 6). Convective rolls194

enhance mixing in the unstable case, resulting in a 20% maximum hub-height velocity deficit 5D downstream of195

the GAD. Conversely, the maximum velocity deficit at hub height is 30% and 35% for the neutral and stable cases,196

6



Figure 5: Instantaneous normalized horizontal wind speed for the neutral (a,b), unstable (c,d), and
stable simulations (e,f). The vertical slices in panels (b,d,f) correspond to x/D = 2. The location of
the turbine in the domain is represented by the dashed black line. The instantaneous wind speed is
normalized by the time-averaged hub-height velocity at the turbine location in the simulation without
the GAD for the corresponding stability case.
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Figure 6: Streamwise evolution of the normalized horizontal wind speed deficit at hub height for each
model and observations in the neutral (a-d), unstable (e-h), and stable (i-l) benchmarks. Panels (a,e,i)
correspond to x/D = 2, panels (b,f,j) to x/D = 3, panels (c,g,k) to x/D = 4, and panels (d,h,l) to
x/D = 5. The shaded regions represent the 95% confidence interval for the FastEddy simulations and
the observations. Note that not all models provide results for the three stability cases.

respectively, due to reduced mixing. The velocity deficit in the wake of the FastEddy GAD agrees with other197

LES codes and with observations (Figure 6). We define the horizontal wind speed deficit ∆U = UGAD−Uno GAD198

as the difference in the time-averaged velocity field between the simulation with (UGAD) and without (Uno GAD)199

the turbine in the domain. As expected, model results and observations show the velocity deficit at hub height200

is strongest close to the turbine (x/D = 2) and weakest downstream (x/D = 5). The width of the wake is also201

similar in FastEddy compared to the other LES and the scanning lidar observations. As expected, the wake is202

narrower close to the turbine and expands (i.e., recovers) downstream due to mixing through ambient turbulence.203

We evaluate the skill of the FastEddy GAD in capturing the effects of the wind turbine on the flow using the204

total velocity deficit in the wake. Here, the total velocity deficit in the wake of the turbine at hub height V D(x∗)205

is defined using Eq. 1, where y∗ = y/D and ∆U is the horizontal wind speed deficit at x∗ = x/D downstream of206

the turbine. Note that we report the relative difference between the total velocity deficit from observations and207

simulations, normalized by the observed velocity deficit.208

V D(x∗) =

∫ 1

−1

∆U(x∗) dy∗ (1)

The implementation of the GAD model in FastEddy provides an accurate representation of the effect of the209

wind turbine in the flow for neutral, unstable, and stable conditions (Figure 7). The total velocity deficit in210

the near wake of the turbine (x/D ≤ 3) in FastEddy displays minimal differences with respect to observations211

for all stability conditions. Farther downstream, where atmospheric conditions regulate wake development, wake212

evolution in FastEddy is comparable to other LES codes. In general, the LES models represent the near wake of the213

turbine more effectively than the far wake, possibly due to disparities in simulated atmospheric conditions across214

LES models. For the neutral simulation in FastEddy, the maximum velocity deficit in the far wake (x/D = 5)215

is in good agreement with the maximum velocity deficit from the observations (Figure 6d). However, higher216

momentum entertainment from the ambient flow reduces the wake’s width in the simulations as compared to the217

8



Figure 7: Total velocity deficit in the wake for each model, normalized by the observed velocity deficit,
in the neutral (a-d), unstable (e), and stable (f-i) benchmarks. Panels (a,f) correspond to x/D = 2,
panels (b,e,g) to x/D = 3, panels (c,h) to x/D = 4, and panels (d,i) to x/D = 5. Note that results
for the unstable case are only shown at one distance downstream because wake measurements are only
available at x/D = 3.
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observations. The largest differences in the velocity deficit between FastEddy and observations occur during stable218

conditions (Figure 7h,i). Our stable simulation displays higher turbulence at hub height than the observations;219

leading to faster downstream wake dissipation and deficit recovery.220

4.2 Wind Turbine Performance221

We compare the wind turbine response to atmospheric conditions from the FastEddy GAD against observations222

and other LES codes. Turbine rotational speed, generator power, and generator torque from field measurements223

serve as ground truth for assessment of model results. The GAD in FastEddy does not employ a wind turbine224

controller, therefore we estimate generator power by multiplying the aerodynamic power by the electrical efficiency225

of the generator in the Vestas V27 wind turbine (η = 0.944), as in Kale et al. (2022). To estimate generator226

torque, we employ the generator efficiency as well as the gearbox ratio from the turbine rotor to the generator227

(27.565) following the approach of Kale et al. (2022). Finally, we also compare the turbine’s thrust coefficient228

from FastEddy with other LES codes. For the observations, we estimate the aerodynamic thrust coefficient using229

the inflow hub-height wind speed recorded from the met-tower and the turbine’s theoretical thrust curve (Kelley230

& White, 2018).231

Figure 8: Mean and standard deviation for time series of turbine-performance metrics for the neutral
(top panels), unstable (middle panels), and stable (bottom panels) benchmarks. Simulation results are
shown by colored bars (mean value) and horizontal black line (standard deviation). Measured values
are shown by vertical black lines (mean) and gray shading (standard deviation). Note that the thrust
coefficient is not measured in the field, but rather estimated from the OpenFAST model.

Turbine performance in the FastEddy GAD is within the variability of observations and similar to other LES232

codes (Figure 8). Turbine-performance metrics (i.e., turbine rotational speed, generator power, and generator233

torque) from FastEddy are generally within one standard deviation of the observations. Moreover, the 95%234

confidence interval in generator power from the FastEddy GAD encompasses the mean generator power from the235

observations for the neutral and unstable simulations. Like other LES codes, the GAD in FastEddy overestimates236

generator power for stable conditions by 32%, partly because the turbine’s rotational speed is faster than in the237

SWiFT turbine. The current implementation of the GAD in FastEddy uses freestream wind speed as an input to238

the GAD parameterization; thus, the turbine rotational speed remains constant throughout the simulations (note239

the lack of error bar in the left-most panels for FastEddy results).240
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4.3 Computational Cost241

Following the approach from Doubrawa et al. (2020), we quantify the relative performance of FastEddy compared242

to other LES codes and other more simplified models that participated in the benchmark exercise. Following243

Doubrawa et al. (2020), we use as a summary model accuracy metric the root-sum-square of the differences244

between the simulated and measured velocity deficit profiles, normalized by the root-sum-square of the measured245

velocity deficit (Eq. 2). In Eq. 2, ξ represents the lateral y∗ = y/D or vertical z∗ = z/D direction to capture246

the differences in the lateral and vertical wake profiles. The root-sum-square is calculated at each x∗ = x/D247

location downstream between x/D = 2 and x/D = 5 in 1D increments, then aggregated for all downstream248

distances. The average of the vertical (Ez∗) and lateral (Ey∗) differences in the wake profile are reported in Figure249

9. Using a single skill metric value for the entire wake may be too simplistic to accurately depict the nature of the250

differences between the different LES codes. Some models, like FastEddy and Naluwind, may skillfully predict251

the wake close to the turbine (Figure 7a), but yield larger differences with the observations farther downstream252

(Figure 7c). Conversely, other models, such as PALM, show similar skill at predicting the velocity deficit in the253

near and far wake of the turbine. Difficulty in representing the velocity deficit in the far wake is likely due to254

the specific atmospheric forcing used by each LES given that ambient conditions have non-negligible impact on255

wake development. As a reference to estimate the computational cost of each simulation, we use the wall-clock256

time required to complete 10 min of simulation multiplied by the number of processing units (CPUs or GPUs)257

used. We only show the error versus computational cost for the neutral stability simulation since Doubrawa et258

al. (2020) did not report cost estimates from the other stability cases.259

Eξ =
∑
x∗

√∑
ξ [∆U i −∆Uobs]2√∑

ξ ∆U
2
obs

(2)

FastEddy achieves accuracy comparable to the other LES with significantly lower computational cost (Figure260

9). For completeness, Figure 9 presents results for LES (colored symbols), steady-state analytical (SSA) models261

(light grey x markers), Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models (grey triangles), and dynamic wake262

meandering (DWM) models (dark grey circles), as reported in Doubrawa et al. (2020). We do not show the263

computational cost from the WRF-LES model since it was not reported in Kale et al. (2022). The neutral264

boundary layer simulation in FastEddy required 2 hr 49 min of wall time to complete 10 min of simulation on265

12 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs, while writing full-domain three-dimensional output every 104 time steps. It is266

worth reiterating that the computational cost shown in Doubrawa et al. (2020) and reported here represents the267

performance from each model as it was configured and run. Of importance, the other LES codes in Figure 9 may268

employ a finer, minimum grid spacing than FastEddy to properly model the SWiFT turbine using an Actuator269

Line parameterization. Additionally, the total degrees of freedom (or number of grid cells) varied across LES270

configuration by several orders of magnitude. Consequently, Figure 9 does not facilitate a direct comparison271

of optimal code performance, rather only a relative modeling cost for each model configured to achieve the272

common primary objective of validation against the SWiFT benchmark cases (rather than optimal computational273

performance or prediction rate). That said, the computational requirement for FastEddy is 2-3 orders of magnitude274

smaller than any of the other CPU-based LES codes, and rather comparable to computational cost of RANS models275

while achieving significantly lower error (almost a factor of two). We acknowledge that optimal configuration of276

CPU-based LES models could perhaps improve the ’computational requirements’ by some factor, however we277

would not expect such optimizations to achieve even one order of magnitude in the best case. It is anticipated278

that such performance will be even more appealing for the LES models when considering turbulence quantities,279

since eddies are explicitly resolved instead of fully parameterized. This comparison demonstrates how efficient,280

GPU-resident LES models establish a viable new standard in the wind energy community for computationally281

practical and undeniably superior accuracy.282

5 Summary and Conclusions283

We have successfully validated an implementation of the Generalized Actuator Disk model in FastEddy against ob-284

servational data and other LES codes. We benchmark the GAD in FastEddy against data from the SWiFT facility285

in Lubbock, Texas for a variety of atmospheric conditions. Wind speed measurements from a meteorological tower286

located upstream of a scaled wind turbine, a downstream-pointing nacelle-mounted lidar and turbine-performance287

measurements recorded at the SWiFT facility were used to validate the GAD in FastEddy for neutral, weakly288

unstable and stable atmospheric conditions. The GAD model in FastEddy is capable of simulating and predicting289

the aerodynamic behavior of a wind turbine within its operational environment commensurate with other LES290

codes and in good agreement with the observations.291

The GAD model in FastEddy accurately represents the effect of a wind turbine on the surrounding flow.292

The turbine parameterization in FastEddy produces a counter-clockwise rotating wake, as seen from an upstream293

perspective, that persists farther downstream in stable conditions compared to neutral and weakly unstable294

conditions. Moreover, the velocity deficit in the wake of the turbine in FastEddy is comparable to observations and295

commensurate in accuracy to other LES codes and turbine parameterizations, including Actuator Line models.296
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Figure 9: Cumulative error for each simulation approach as a function of computational cost for the
neutral benchmark. Shown in color are results for the LES as presented in Doubrawa et al. (2020).
In shades of grey are model performance for steady-state analytical (SSA), dynamic wake meandering
(DWM), and Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations as presented in Doubrawa et al.
(2020). The computational cost is given in processor hours for a 10-min long wake simulation that does
not include spinup time. Note that the computational cost is highly dependent on grid resolution, time
step, and number of grid points, which differ in all models. Also, two data points are shown for SOWFA
as different model configurations are reported in Doubrawa et al. (2020).

The velocity deficit in the near wake of the turbine (x/D ≤ 3), where the effect from the turbine is most297

pronounced, is well represented in FastEddy compared to lidar measurements for neutral, weakly unstable, and298

stable conditions. Farther downstream, where turbulence mixing becomes increasingly more dominant for wake299

development, the velocity deficit in FastEddy is comparable to other LES codes and turbine models. Differences300

in the velocity deficit in the far wake between FastEddy and the observations are likely caused by discrepancies301

in atmospheric forcing between models.302

Not only is the effect of the turbine on the flow accurate, the wind turbine response to atmospheric conditions303

is also well represented in the FastEddy GAD. The turbine’s rotational speed, power, and torque in the GAD304

model in FastEddy are similar to the observations and commensurate with other LES codes for neutral, unstable305

and stable conditions. The turbine thrust, the main driver of the velocity deficit in the wake, is also well matched306

in the FastEddy GAD versus the theoretical thrust of the scaled turbine and the other LES model results.307

This new GAD model implementation in FastEddy enables fast and accurate turbulence-resolving simulations308

of wind turbines in realistic atmospheric flows. FastEddy’s GAD yields accuracy comparable to other LES codes,309

yet at a dramatically lower computational cost. The implementation of the GAD and scalability of FastEddy310

also provides a viable path forward to tackle large-scale problems, such as investigating farm-to-farm interactions,311

or studying the interaction of wind turbines with the atmospheric boundary layer on longer time scales (i.e.,312

days) including ensemble LES simulations. Ongoing work to incorporate a yaw controller into the GAD routine313

will allow performing LES of wind turbines under coupled mesoscale-microscale or multi-scale time/space-varying314

atmospheric real-world conditions for which FastEddy has already shown ample skill and performance capacity315

(Kosovic et al., 2022; Muñoz-Esparza et al., 2024, 2021).316
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Data Availability331

The instantaneous hub-height velocity fields for each stability case presented here are available at Sanchez Gomez,332

Sauer, and Muñoz Esparza (2024). An open source version of the FastEddy dynamical core is available via a public333

github: https://github.com/NCAR/FastEddy-model. The GAD extension to FastEddy used in this manuscript334

is planned to be included in the public version in a future release cycle. In the meantime, collaborative access to335

the GAD-inclusive FastEddy model may be granted upon request for research through the Research Applications336

Laboratory at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (https://ral.ucar.edu/solutions/products/fasteddy).337

A Generalized Actuator Disk Model Formulation338

We implement a version of the Generalized Actuator Disk model (GAD) into FastEddy to represent the effect339

from wind turbines on the flow. The GAD model combines one-dimensional linear and angular momentum theory340

(i.e., rotor disk theory) with Blade-Element Momentum (BEM) theory to represent wind turbines as a permeable341

disk with a large number of blade-elements (Glauert, 1935; R. Mikkelsen, 2004). One-dimensional momentum342

theory provides a general representation of flow immediately upstream and downstream of a wind turbine, along343

with the forces required to change the linear and angular momentum of the airflow. BEM theory, on the other344

hand, relates the aerodynamic properties of a specific wind-turbine design with the lift and drag forces imparted345

on the flow. Here, we provide a brief overview of the Generalized Actuator Disk model. For a more complete346

description of the theory, we direct the reader to R. Mikkelsen (2004).347

A.1 Rotor Disk Theory348

The rotor disk model is based on a rotating permeable disk (actuator disk) that slows down and adds rotation to349

the incoming flow (Hansen, 2008). The streamwise deceleration of the flow is derived from one-dimensional linear350

momentum theory. Rotation of the flow is estimated from one-dimensional angular momentum theory.351

A.1.1 Linear Momentum Balance352

We derive an expression for the streamwise deceleration of the flow using one-dimensional momentum balance353

along a streamtube for inviscid, irrotational and steady flow. The mass flow rate at any given location xi along354

the streamtube is given by Eq. 3, where rxi and Uxi are the streamtube radius and the flow velocity at xi,355

respectively, and ρ is the air density. For a streamtube that intersects the permeable disk, the mass flow ṁ rate356

through the streamtube remains constant.357

ṁxi = ρπr2
xiUxi (3)

Because the velocity in the wake of the permeable disk is slower than far upstream, the streamtube expands358

downstream of the disk. As the streamtube that intersects the disk expands, the velocity in the wake Uw of the359

disk is slower than the velocity far upstream U∞ by a factor (1 − 2an), where an is the induction factor normal360

to the flow (Eq. 4). Similarly, the streamwise velocity at the disk Un is slower than the velocity far upstream U∞361

by a factor (1− an) (Eq. 5).362

Uw = U∞(1− 2an) (4)

Un = U∞(1− an) (5)

In the rotor disk model, the streamwise slowdown of the flow is caused by a force opposite to the flow (i.e.,363

thrust force) resulting from a pressure drop at the disk location. Using Eq. 4, the thurst force T is related to the364

velocity far upstream as shown in Eq. 6.365

T = ṁ(U∞ − Uw) = 2ṁanU∞ (6)

A.1.2 Angular Momentum Balance366

For a wind turbine, the pressure drop across the disk is caused by blades that rotate as the air flows around them.367

Just as the air exerts a torque on the blades, the blades exert an equal torque on the opposite direction upon the368

air, causing the air to rotate in the opposite direction as the turbine. The flow starts rotating as it approaches369

the rotor disk. The tangential velocity Ut that forms as the flow starts rotating is related to the rotational speed370

of the turbine Ω and the induction factor tangential to the incoming flow at (Eq. 7).371

Ut = atΩr (7)
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Assuming the wake rotation reaches half of its downstream value at the rotor disk and that the flow upstream372

is not rotating, the change in angular momentum of the flow that passes through the disk is caused by a torque373

τ given in Eq. 8.374

τ = ṁr(ωr) = ṁr(2atΩr) (8)

A.2 Blade-Element Momentum Theory375

Rotor disk theory provides a simplified representation of a wind turbine that does not include turbine-specific376

design parameters (e.g., number of blades, airfoil characteristics). Blade-Element Momentum theory (BEM), on377

the other hand, provides a framework to estimate the forces imparted by the turbine on the flow that incorporates378

turbine-specific design characteristics. In BEM theory, a turbine rotor blade is divided into small blade elements379

that exert forces on the flow, which are estimated using two-dimensional aerodynamic lift and drag curves from380

a particular airfoil.381

Figure 10: Illustration of the velocity vectors and aerodynamic forces acting on a blade element in
a normal-tangential reference frame. The velocity of the air is shown in light blue, the velocity of the
blade element is shown in green, and the relative velocity between the blade and the air is shown in dark
orange.

Lift and drag forces on each blade element are a function of the relative velocity between the blade and the382

flow (Figure 10). The velocity vector of the incoming flow at the turbine location is Uair = Unn̂ − Utt̂, where383

Un and Ut are defined in Eq. 5 and Eq. 7, respectively, and n̂ and t̂ are the normal and tangential unit vectors,384

respectively. The velocity of the blade element is a function of the rotational speed of the turbine and its radial385

location Ublade = Ωrt̂. The resultant relative velocity Ur between the blade element and the flow is the vector386

difference between Uair and Ublade (Eq. 9), which acts at an angle φ to the plane of rotation of the disk (Eq.387

10). The angle of attack α in Figure 10, defined as the angle between the airfoil chord line and the resultant388

relative velocity, is determined by the blade twist β and the angle of the relative velocity φ. Wind turbine blades389

have a built-in twist distribution throughout the blade so that each blade element is at an angle of attack that390

maximizes the lift-to-drag ratio.391

Ur = U∞(1− an)n̂− Ωr(1 + at)t̂ (9)

φ = arctan
U∞(1− an)

Ωr(1 + at)
(10)

The lift L and drag D forces for an aerodynamic element of chord length c are a function of the two-dimensional392

lift and drag coefficients, Cl and Cd, respectively, which are themselves functions of the airfoil angle of attack.393

The aerodynamic forces on a small blade element of length δr are given in Eqs. 11 and 12.394

δL =
1

2
ρcU2

rClδr (11)

δD =
1

2
ρcU2

rCdδr (12)
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Projecting the lift and drag forces onto a normal-tangential coordinate system yields the thrust force (i.e.,395

normal force) and torque-generating force (i.e, tangential force) from each blade element (Eq. 13) for a turbine396

with B blades. Note that the solidity factor Bc/2πr in Eqs. 14 and 15 accounts for the density of the blades in397

the annular disk.398

δFnt = δFnn̂+ δFtt̂ (13)

δFn =
B

2πr
(δL cosφ+ δD sinφ) (14)

δFt =
B

2πr
(δL sinφ− δD cosφ) (15)

A.3 Generalized Actuatork Disk Model399

Rotor disk theory and BEM theory are combined to derive the forces acting on the flow. The mass flow rate for400

along an annular blade element δr is δṁ = 2πρUnrδr. Then, the thrust force (Eq. 6) for each blade element can401

be expressed as Eq. 16. Likewise, the torque (Eq. 8) acting on the flow from each blade element can be expressed402

as Eq. 17.403

δT = 4πρran(1− an)U2
∞δr (16)

δτ = 4πρr3atΩU∞(1− an)δr (17)

Equating the thrust force derived from linear momentum theory for a blade element (Eq. 16) with the404

normal force derived from BEM theory (Eq. 14) provides an expression for the normal induction factor (Eq. 18).405

Similarly, equating the torque derived from angular momentum theory for a blade element (Eq. 17) with the406

torque estimated from BEM theory (rδFt from Eq. 15) provides an expression for the tangential induction factor407

(Eq. 19). In Eqs. 18 and 19, σ = Bc/2πr is the solidity factor of the permeable annular disk and fl is a blade408

tip and root loss factor.409

an =

(
1 +

4fl sin2 φ

σ(Cl cosφ+ Cd sinφ)

)−1

(18)

at =

(
4fl sinφ cosφ

σ(Cl cosφ− Cd sinφ)
− 1

)−1

(19)

In operational turbines, the vortices that form at the blade tip and root result in added drag that is not410

accounted for in the momentum analysis. At the rotor tip, flow from the high pressure side of the rotor blade411

passes around the blade tip to the lower pressure side forming a vortex. These vortices reduce the lift generated412

by the turbine close to the blade edges. Prandtl proposes a loss factor fl that is introduced in the momentum413

balance in the Actuator Disk theory (Prandtl & Betz, 1927) (Eq. 20). In Eq. 20, D is the turbine-rotor diameter414

and d is the diameter of the hub.415

fl =ftip froot

ftip =
2

π
arccos

(
e

−B(0.5D−r)
2r sinφ

)
froot =

2

π
arccos

(
e

−B(r−0.5d)
2r sinφ

) (20)

The tangential and normal forces from each blade element are projected onto the computational grid (i.e.,416

ı̂, ̂, k̂) using successive coordinate rotations (Eq. 21). The convention for each angle in Eq. 21 is illustrated in417

Figure 11. The tangential and normal forces are first projected onto the rotor-layer plane. Then, the forces on the418

rotor-layer plane are projected onto the computational grid by accounting for the turbine’s rotor tilt γ (γ ≈ 4◦419

in modern wind turbines), and yaw angle ϑ. Note that the forces acting on the flow are equal in magnitude but420

opposite in direction to the aerodynamic forces.421 δFxδFy
δFz

 =

cosϑ − sinϑ 0
sinϑ cosϑ 0

0 0 1

 cos γ 0 sin γ
0 1 0

− sin γ 0 cos γ

1 0 0
0 sin ε cos ε
0 − cos ε sin ε

−δFnδFt
0

 (21)

The forces along each coordinate are spread over multiple grid cells in the computational grid for numerical422

stability. We use a Gaussian regularization kernel η to distribute the forces around the turbine (Eq. 22). In Eq.423

22, dn is the distance between a grid cell in the computational grid and the rotor-layer plane along the turbine’s424

axis of rotation, and ∆xeff = |∆x cosϑ|+ |∆x sinϑ| is the grid spacing’s projection onto the inflow wind vector.425

η(dn) =
1

∆xeff

√
2π

e

(
−d2
n

2∆x2
eff

)
(22)
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Figure 11: Front-, side- and top-view of a horizontal axis wind turbine. The azimuth angle ε, tilt angle
γ, and yaw angle ϑ are shown for reference. The tangential and normal forces acting on a radial element
are shown in dark orange.
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